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What about 
asymptomatics or 

indviduals with weak 
symptoms? 
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But there were more 
“waves” to come: 

How bad would they 
be? 

Influenza in Mexico 
The Key Players 





Time course of pandemic reported Mexican data up to Jan 4, 2010 
First two local maxima: at times around social distancing and/or school closures.  
First two local minima: at times when social distancing is relaxed or schools reopen. 

School closing and social distancing implementations impact the shape the epidemic waves. 
April 30 – School closures 
June 30 – School Vacations 
August 31 – Classes start 



Confirmed cases reported by each of the Mexican States.  

Three reports dated June 4, September 5, 2009 and January 4, 2010.  
Left: cumulative, Right: Difference between reports.   
Different states contribute at different times to the outbreak.  



Local mass transportation by land 

In Mexico most traffic flow goes through  
Mexico City. Did transportation drive 
 the waves? 
 
State populations of the model  
were modeled as nodes in a star-shaped  
graph with the center (hub) 
 corresponding to  the capital 
“El Distrito Federal or DF or Mexico 
City”. 



Cities are classified as strongly connected to México City if the in and out traffic from 
Mexico City is heavy. These cities  form part of the historical “influenza corridor” that  
extends from north to south and is bounded by two mountain ranges,  the east and west 
Sierra Madres (e.g. Morelos, D.F. State of México, Tlaxcala, Queretaro, San Luis Potosí)  

Strongly connected 
Weakly connected 
Corridor 

Everybody that travels from X to Y is assumed to go  through Mexico City.” 
The  Mexican States are nodes of an internal transportation network that divides them  
into strongly and weakly connected depending on the strength of the traffic 
Land flow in and out of Mexico City (The influenza corridor describe by historian 
Roberto Acuña-Soto). 
 



Mexican population by State: The black and gray bars show,  
the states that are strongly and weakly connected to D.F. (Mexico City), 
respectively. 
 

Histogram of populations(x1000) in México.  



Adjusted land transportation flow by state per day. 
 

Number of people transported every day between different states and D.F. The flow has been 
adjusted to reflect the strong or weak connectivity and the population size in each state.  



Susceptible (S); Exposed (Incubating, E); Infected 
(asymptomatic and symptomatic, I); Symptomatic diagnosed 
(confirmed cases, J); Recovered (R) and Vaccinated (V) 
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Flow between disjoint epidemiological compartments: 
The vaccines is distributed daily and it is a function of the remaining stock pile available. 
Stockpile size is controlled by the known maximum number of vaccines available 
 



A rate of infection of about .95 gives the closest shape to the data (incubation 
and recovery periods of 2 and 7 days). The data (black) and model (green) 
curves are normalized to have peaks at 1. The infection rate is adjusted until 
the best fit (rate of change of the data curve) up to the peak is found. The 
start date is changed systematically until the best approximation is found.  
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Cities are classified as strongly connected to México City if the in and out traffic from 
Mexico City is heavy. These cities  form part of the historical “influenza corridor” that  
extends from north to south and is bounded by two mountain ranges,  the east and west 
Sierra Madres (e.g. Morelos, D.F. State of México, Tlaxcala, Queretaro, San Luis Potosí)  

Strongly connected 
Weakly connected 
Corridor 
q the probability 
that the flow 
originates at a 
strongly connected 
state 

Everybody that travels from X to Y is assumed to go  through Mexico City.” 
The  Mexican States are nodes of an internal transportation network that divides them  
into strongly and weakly connected depending on the strength of the traffic 
Land flow in and out of Mexico City (The influenza corridor describe by historian 
Roberto Acuña-Soto). 
 



Influence of the transportation in the time 
course of the epidemic: q the probability that 
the flow originates at a strongly connected state 

Thick gray: All cases. Black solid:  Strongly connected. Black dashed:  
Weakly connected. Dotted line: Starting state, Oaxaca. 
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Portland-Simulated Flu Pandemic-75% stay at home 
S. Eubank, H. Guclu, V. Anil Kumar, M.V. Marathe, A. Srinivasan, Z. Toroczkai and N. Wang, !
Modeling disease outbreaks in a realistic urban social networks, Nature, May 13 2004.!



Sigmoid Modulation Function !(t), captures the 
changes in effective contact rates. 

A - School closure (Apr 30)               
B - Vacation Starts (Jun 30)     
C - School Classes Start (Aug 30) 

A B C 



Time course of pandemic reported Mexican data up to Jan 4, 2010 
First two local maxima: at times around social distancing and/or school closures.  
First two local minima: at times when social distancing is relaxed or schools reopen. 

School closing and social distancing implementations impact the shape the epidemic waves. 
April 30 – School closures 
June 30 – School Vacations 
August 31 – Classes start 



Social distancing and school closures (!(t)) may generate multiple 
waves (Thick curves --- cumulative; solid –from strongly connected; dash—from 
weakly connected). 

 
  

Lines in panel A correspond (from top to bottom) to the different panels in B.  
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What about 
asymptomatics or 

indviduals with weak 
symptoms? 



1. Transportation/internal travel alone cannot entirely 
explain the three different waves of the AH1N1 
epidemic that have been observed in Mexico. 
 
2. Social distancing measures (school closures and 
more), vacations and travel within the network help 
account for the characteristics and spatial tendencies 
observed in the reported data: three waves, delays in 
some states, and the third (longer lasting) wave.  
 
3. School closures, summer vacations, have a strong 
modulating effect on the epidemic curves. 

Conclusions I: (Marco Herrera-Valdez; Maytee Cruz-
Aponte; and Jose Vega-Guzman at ASU): http://mcmsc.asu.edu/  


